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For Memory Theater, artist Srijon Chowdhury’s debut project at Upfor, he reimagines the 16th century 
inventor Giullio Camillo’s unrealized universal storage and retrieval system. Memory Theater opens at 
Upfor on Wednesday, April 13 with a reception from 6:00 to 8:00 pm. A First Thursday reception is on 
May 5 from 6:00 to 8:00 pm and the exhibition remains on view through May 28, 2016. Receptions and 
exhibition are free to attend and open to the public. 

He calls this theatre by many names, saying now that it is a built or constructed mind and soul, and now 
that it is a windowed one. He pretends that all things that the human mind can conceive… after being 
collected together by diligent meditation, may be expressed by certain corporeal signs in such a way 
that the beholder may at once perceive with his eyes everything that is otherwise hidden in the depths 
of the human mind. 
-Viglius Zuichemus, 1532, describing Camillo’s ‘theatre’ in a letter to Erasmus, as cited in The Art of 
Memory by Frances A. Yates, 1966. 

Camillo’s theory of The Memory Theater describes a kind of mnemonic device: a physical structure that 
one enters in order to remember the whole history of the universe, by examining systematically organized 
images. The exhibition centers around a circular semi-transparent structure, the outside of which is 
covered with plants and artworks from other artists, invited and organized by Chowdhury (chosen for 
being “fetishistic, ritualistic, and outside of time”). Lit to make these objects’ shadows visible from inside 
the structure, the interior becomes a stage where viewers who enter simultaneously inhabit two roles: 
audience and actor. The Memory Theater is a full sensory experience that encourages the spectator/
actor to contemplate and remember. A sound piece uses the recently captured audio from two black 
holes colliding 1 billion years ago as its driving beat. 

Featuring small works by: Arnar Asgeirsson, Jack Bangerter, Sarah Burns, Alexander Collins, Scott 
Cowan, Katy Cowan, Liz Craft, Zoe Crosher, Roy Dowell, Alec Egan, Grace Eunchong, Andreas Gurewich, 
Regina Herod, India Lawrence, Ellen Lesperance, Sofia Londono, Jason Bailer Losh, Anna Margaret, Erin 
Morrison, Kori Newkirk, Jorunn Hanke Ogstad, Fay Ray, Charlie Roberts, Allison Schulnik, Katie Thoma, 
Dani Tull. Audio by Brian Strandberg. 

Srijon Chowdhury (b. 1987 in Bangladesh) creates paintings and installations in large scale. Intended to 
act in the space between knowledge and emotion, his dream-like works consider the present moment as 
part of a larger, intuited (perhaps mythic) history. Chowdhury received his MFA from Otis College of Art 
and Design (2013) and BFA in Studio Art from the University of Minnesota Twin Cities (2009). He has 
exhibited in Los Angeles at Klowden Mann, The Torrance Art Museum, Jaus, Launch Gallery and Helen 
Bolsky Gallery; in Chicago at Sector 2337; in Miami at Fredric Snitzer Gallery; and at The Gallery in 
Dhaka, Bangladesh. Chowdhury divides his time between Los Angeles, CA and Portland, OR. 

### 
About Upfor: Founded in 2013, Upfor presents works by contemporary artists, with an emphasis on time-
based and digital media art. The gallery is located at 929 NW Flanders Street, Portland, OR 97209. 
Gallery hours are Tuesday–Saturday from 11:00 am to 6:00 pm and by appointment. For information 
about upcoming exhibitions, please visit upforgallery.com.




